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At each Wave of the LBC1936 study, participants completed a battery of individually 
administered cognitive tests. With five Waves of cognitive test data now available, the 
LBC1936 sample offers a rare opportunity to examine age-associated cognitive decline, across 
multiple cognitive ability domains and general cognitive ability, over the entire 8th decade of 
life. 

The “factor-of-curves” model, which is an extension of the growth curve model, offers one 
analytical approach that can be applied to these longitudinal data. Using scores from thirteen 
cognitive tests, the model estimates each cognitive test’s level at Wave 1 and slope of its change 
between Waves 1 and 5. It then organises the individual cognitive tests’ levels and slopes into 
a higher-order latent factor structure which captures level and slope of cognitive ability 
domains (verbal memory, visuospatial ability, processing speed, and crystallised ability) and 
general cognitive ability.  

The LBC team have developed code for this factor-of-curves model; it is available for both R 
and Mplus and is free for researchers to use.  
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